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Along with other recent changes to UK family
migration law, the British government has
decided to raise the level of English

language and literacy required for British citizenship
and settlement in the UK. This will have profound
implications for migrants who are language and
literacy learners.
    Under the current arrangements those with a level
of English gauged to be below Entry Level 3 on the
National Qualifications Framework (benchmarked to
B1 on the Common European Framework of
References for Languages, CEFR) are entitled to
enrol on a course of English for Speakers of Other
Languages (ESOL) which includes a citizenship
component. If they progress a level, they are judged
to have achieved the language and citizenship
requirements for settlement, without having to take
the electronic test. In 2004, when the proposals for a
language and citizenship test were first mooted, the
ESOL community fought long and hard for this
alternative route for lower level learners.
    Now the Government will overturn this policy at
one stroke. From October 2013 this route will no
longer be available and applicants for settlement will
have to pass both the citizenship test and provide
evidence of passing an English test at intermediate
level. The UKBA family migration announcement
update 13 June 2012 states: ‘from October 2013 . . .
all applicants for settlement [must] pass the Life in
the UK Test and present an English language
speaking and listening qualification at B1 level or
above of the Common European Framework of
Reference for Languages unless they are exempt.’
(1)
    The stated aim of the previous government was to
encourage people to apply for British citizenship.
The new requirements of the current government,
however, will actually place settlement in the UK
beyond the reach of many would-be applicants,
restricting it to those who can read and
communicate orally in English to intermediate level.
To pass both the Life in the UK test and a speaking
and listening exam at B1 on the CEFR is a tall order
for those who arrived in the UK with limited English
and perhaps limited literacy in their own expert
languages. The Life in the UK test is a multiple
choice test that can only be taken in English (or

Welsh or Scottish Gaelic) and is taken on a
computer. Questions are drawn from one source
only, Life in the UK: A Journey to Citizenship (latest
edition 2007), which is only available in English. The
test is therefore quite transparently one of English
literacy and computer skills. Incidentally, the
obligation to pass the Life in the UK test is not only
an ‘ESOL’ issue: we have interviewed several people
from former British colonies in the West Indies and
Africa who are not regarded as ‘ESOL’ learners but
who have low levels of literacy. These are people
from former British colonies who at one time would
have been invited as workers to the UK. One
Ghanaian woman worked as a carer for the elderly
during the day and as a cleaner in Canary Wharf
during the night. She paid taxes, her children went
to university here and yet she couldn’t pass the test
because she couldn’t use a computer or read at the
level required.
    Likewise, passing a speaking and listening exam
at B1 on the CEFR (eg Cambridge ESOL’s
Preliminary English Test, or ESOL Entry Level 3).
The ALTE (Association of Language Testers in
Europe) ‘can do’ statements for speaking and
listening at B1 state: ‘CAN express opinions on
abstract / cultural matters in a limited way or offer
advice within a known area, and understand
instructions or public announcements.’ That
probably looks pretty do-able to the average
linguistically-naive politician or civil servant. But how
easy or difficult this is to attain depends of course
on the individual, their context and their life history.
ALTE suggest that B1 level can be reached with
around 400 hours of guided instruction (2). This may
well be realistic for someone who is already literate
in their own language and who was able to attain a
reasonable level of education prior to migration.
Things are very different for someone who, for
example, missed out on schooling as a child for
some reason, be it war or famine, gender or family
matters, or the upheaval of the migration process.
Such profiles are familiar to teachers of ESOL. The
suggested attainability of a speaking and listening
exam pass at level B1 fails to take into account
something of a neglected variable in SLA –
alphabetic print literacy. Research by Tarone and
colleagues, among others, is beginning to
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demonstrate the benefits of both the experience of
schooling and the knowledge of literacy gained as a
child on an adult’s ability to develop their second
language speaking and listening (3). For many
ESOL learners, both schooled experience and L1
literacy are missing. Consequently for many people
the bar is now simply too high, and the new
language requirements will be unattainable.
    The Government insists that the new
requirements are linked to ‘integration’ (4). This
government, like the previous one, wilfully conflates
an ‘ability to integrate’ with proficiency in the English
language. Such a stance denies the multilingual
realities of contemporary life, and it is depressing
and frustrating to see, yet again, multilingualism
presented as a problem. The notion of ‘English =
integration’ does not take account of the linguistic
and cultural resources held by migrants, resources
which may well help, not hinder, their integration into
multicultural neighbourhoods. We maintain that the
new policy has little to do with integration, however.
It is applied differently according to the country of
origin and status of individual speakers, and does
not apply to EU citizens, whatever their ‘level’ of
English. This nails the lie to any claim that the
policy is being put in place for the purposes of social
cohesion.
    Access to English is crucial for everyone living in
this country – we are not denying that. But if the
Government were serious about integration then,
rather than presenting people with impossible
language demands, it would be bending over
backwards to provide as a right free and accessible
ESOL classes for everyone at the point at which
they arrive in the UK. This is a government, however,
that says on the one hand that the ‘English
Language is the corner-stone of integration’ (5), yet
on the other can cut funding for ESOL to the core,
making it ever more difficult for new arrivals and
more established residents alike to gain access to
the English language. We would argue that these
changes are discriminatory and racist and it is
difficult to see them as anything more than a squalid
and shameless vote-grasping strategy, which will be
to the detriment of the poor and vulnerable. We call
on our colleagues to join the ESOL community in
raising awareness of these changes with MPs, local
councillors, community organisations, colleagues
and students, and in protesting against this policy
change wherever possible.

Notes:
1. http://www.ukba.homeoffice.gov.uk/sitecontent/
newsarticles/2012/june/13-family-migration. See also Home
Office Statement of Intent: Family Migration (June 2012), in
particular paragraphs 113-117: http://
www.ukba.homeoffice.gov.uk/sitecontent/documents/news/
soi-fam-mig.pdf

Where we
stand:
Post-16 Educator seeks to defend and extend
good practice in post compulsory education and
training. Good practice includes teachers
working with students to increase their power to
look critically at the world around them and act
effectively within it. This entails challenging rac-
ism, sexism, heterosexism, inequality based on
disability and other discriminatory beliefs and
practices.
    For the mass of people, access to valid post
compulsory education and training is more
necessary now than ever. It should be theirs by
right! All provision should be organised and taught
by staff who are trained for and committed to it.
Publicly funded provision of valid post
compulsory education and training for all who
require it should be a fundamental demand of the
trade union movement.
    Post-16 Educator seeks to persuade the labour
movement as a whole of the importance of this
demand. In mobilising to do so it bases itself first
and foremost upon practitioners - those who are
in direct, daily contact with students. It seeks the
support of every practitioner, in any area of post-
16 education and training, and in particular that
of women, of part timers and of people outside
London and the Southeast.
    Post-16 Educator works to organise readers/
contributors into a national network that is
democratic, that is politically and financially
independent of all other organisations, that
develops their practice and their thinking, and
that equips them to take action over issues rather
than always having to react to changes imposed
from above.

2. http://www.cambridgeesol.org/about/standards/can-do.htm
3. See Tarone et al 2009 Literacy and Second Language
Oracy. OUP.
4. See http://www.guardian.co.uk/politics/blog/2012/jun/11/
theresa-may-deportation-human-rights-live
5. Home Office Statement of Intent document June 2012, para
113, p27

Resources:
ESOL-Research email list – Active online discussion forum for
matters concerning adult ESOL in the UK, managed by James
Simpson at the University of Leeds. Www.jiscmail.ac.uk/ESOL-
Research
Action for ESOL – Pressure group dedicated to resisting the
marginalisation of the field of ESOL and cuts to provision. Http:/
/actionforesol.org/
NATECLA, the National Association for Teaching English and
other Community Languages to Adults, the national
professional organisation for ESOL teachers. Http//
www.natecla.org.uk/
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Introduction

From next year all young people will be
required to take part in some form of
education or training until the age of 17. In

2015, this will rise to 18. This is a notable landmark
and has been debated on the pages of Post-16
Educator before. However, in many ways the
forthcoming raising of the participation age (RPA) is
far from a radical development. As most now realise,
RPA does not raise the school-leaving age. The 13
per cent of 16-18 year-olds who work full-time will
not be prevented from doing so as long as they also
engage in some form of recognised education or
training for at least 280 hours per year. For most 17
and 18 year-olds RPA will make little difference.
Today the vast majority of young people continue to
take part in education after they reach to minimum
school-leaving age, and most are still participating at
the age of 18. Those most affected by RPA will be
the minority of young people classified as not in
education, employment and training (NEET),
although there will still be a number of ‘reasonable
excuses’ for non-participation such as long-term
illness, caring responsibilities or behavioural
problems.
    Whatever its impact, raising the participation age
to 18 is far from a new or novel concept. In fact, its
history stretches back almost 100 years. This
article looks back at the early twentieth century and
two potentially ground-breaking attempts to ensure
universal education until the age of 18. Firstly, it
deals with the 1918 Fisher Education Act and its
proposed system of Day Continuation Schools for all

young people up to the age of 18 not in full-time
education. It goes on to look at how the 1944
Education Act tried – but again failed – to revive RPA
to 18 with its plan for County Colleges. It is argued
that both these proposals would have had far more
significant consequences for young people, the
economy and society more broadly had they come
to fruition than is the case with RPA today. The
article finishes by reflecting on some of the
differences between raising the participation age in
the twenty-first century and the previous attempts to
do so.

The first attempt to raise
participation to the age of 18

War is often followed by attempts to
reconstruct or remodel society, and the
rhetoric of creating ‘a land fit for heroes’

was commonplace at the end of World War One.
But whilst the years after the end of the war saw a
range of social reforms, poverty, inequality and
alienation continued to flourish in inter-war England.
The 1918 Fisher Education Act did, however, provide
a degree of progress. Perhaps most notably, the Act
raised the school-leaving age to 14, created school
medical services, and established provision for
children with special educational needs. It also
required local education authorities (LEAs) to
establish free, obligatory Day Continuation Schools
for all 14-to-18 year-olds not in full-time education.
The Fisher Act made attendance for a minimum of
320 hours per year up to the age of 17 compulsory –

Robin Simmons investigates the history of RPA policy initiatives

Raising the
participation age
to 18: 100 years
on . . .
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rising to 18 by 1925. Had this proposal been carried
through it would have had far-reaching social and
economic consequences. Young people formed an
integral part of the workforce in the early twentieth
century; most left school and entered full-time
employment at the earliest opportunity, and a
minority received any formal education thereafter.
Against this backdrop, the idea that all young
workers would, in effect, go to college for a day a
week was truly radical, and there is no doubt that
Day Continuation Schools would have required a
huge mobilisation of resources and had a great
impact upon employers. However, very few of these
institutions were ever set up and only one LEA,
Rugby, fully implemented the plan for Day
Continuation Schools. Twenty years after the Fisher
Act still only one in five elementary school leavers
went on to full-time education; one in 25 fourteen
year-olds was on a part-time course of some kind;
and one in 123 young people attended a Day
Continuation School (Barnett, 1986).
    The economic downturn of the 1920s and the
ensuing public spending cuts played an important
part in the failure to establish the Day Continuation
Schools. More generally, RPA to 18 was not popular
with many young people or their families at the time:
perhaps understandably, there was widespread
concern at the prospect of losing a day’s wages
each week. The majority of employers also opposed
raising the participation age. For many, the idea of
losing a day’s work per week from young workers
was viewed as particularly problematic. Most
preferred any off-the-job training to take place via
evening classes. In addition, many employers were
suspicious of formal learning in general and
particularly negative about the ‘dangers’ of education
which might extend the horizons of employees
beyond their immediate place of work. Most
industrialists believed the young were better served
by workplace training and, under pressure from
employers, amendments to the Fisher Act made
participation in education and training up until the
age of 18 voluntary. This, more than anything, meant
that the Day Continuation Schools went largely
unestablished.

The second attempt to raise
participation to the age of 18

The military and industrial demands of World
War Two stimulated the need for vocational
education and training, as well as a far

greater degree of state intervention across the
economy than was the case hitherto. Some
employers also began to show an active interest in

technical education during this period. The Building
Apprentices and Training Council, for example,
suggested compulsory technical education for
apprentices up to the age of 18, and the retailer
John Lewis proposed a one-year college day-release
scheme for all employees. It was against this
backdrop, and the broader spirit of compromise
which grew during World War Two, that the 1944
Education Act took place.
    The 1944 Act resulted in far-reaching changes to
all forms of education in England and Wales.
Raising the minimum school-leaving age to 15 and
the creation of a new system of primary and
secondary schools were among its most significant
achievements. However, the Act also had important
consequences for post-compulsory education. A
statutory duty was placed upon LEAs to secure
‘adequate’ facilities for further education, and the
post-war period saw significant growth in technical
and vocational education: by 1947 there were 680
‘major establishments’ of further education in
England, double the number that existed in 1938
(Lucas, 2004: 14). Full-time enrolments increased
by around 130 per cent and the number of part-time
students grew by 300 per cent during the same
period (Ministry of Education, 1946). What is less
well known is that the 1944 Act also required the
establishment of another form of post-school
education – the County Colleges.
    From 1st April 1948, LEAs were required to
provide, free of charge, a minimum of 330 hours per
year of compulsory physical, practical and
vocational training to young people up to the age of
18 within ‘normal working hours’. An estimated
1,200 County Colleges would have been required to
provide for what, once again, would effectively have
been a compulsory system of day-release for all
young people not in full-time education. However,
once again, the plan failed. Again, most employers
were opposed to raising the participation age but,
despite this, local authorities pressed ahead and
submitted their plans to Whitehall. There were,
however, many competing demands for scarce funds
in the post-war era – not only other educational
priorities but the demands of constructing and
expanding a range of other public services in a time
of austerity meant that central government funding
for the County Colleges was not forthcoming.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, few of these institutions
were ever established; although, interestingly, it was
not until the 1988 Education Reform Act that the
requirement for LEAs to provide County Colleges
was formally repealed.
    Tension between the Board of Education and the
Ministry of Labour over youth policy contributed to
the prevailing climate of negativity towards the
County Colleges in the years following the end of the
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war. However, the principle of RPA to 18 was
remarkably durable and the 1959 Crowther Report
attempted to revive the County Colleges. The
Crowther Report is more well-known for its other
recommendations, such as the raising of the school-
leaving age to 16; the creation of a nationwide
system of comprehensive schools; and making
public examinations available to a greater range of
pupils. However, Crowther also advocated
compulsory part-time education and training for all
16-18 year-olds not undertaking full-time education.
Unfortunately, though, government was reluctant to
act upon most of the recommendations of the
Crowther Report. Comprehensive schooling was
never fully established, and raising the school-
leaving age to 16 did not take place until 1972-73.
Meanwhile, RPA to 18 was again allowed to slip
quietly off the agenda.

Conclusion

In comparison to previous attempts to raise the
age of participation to 18, RPA 2013-15 is a far
less radical plan. Engaging in education and

training until 18 (and beyond) has already been
normalised. The demise of Britain’s industrial
infrastructure has been accompanied by the
collapse of the traditional youth labour market; most
young workers are now part-time employees and
often full-time students. In addition, the minimum
requirement of 280 ‘guided learning hours’ of
education or training a year is a less ambitious
figure than in previous attempts to increase
compulsory participation to the age of 18.
Furthermore, whilst most employers vigorously
opposed the Day Continuation Schools and the
County Colleges, there is little protest from business
and industry about the current RPA agenda.
Whereas in the past increasing the age of
participation to 18 would have required significant
sacrifices by employers no such compromises will
have to be made this time. In fact, RPA provides an
open invitation for companies to access public
money. The legislation upon which RPA is based,
the 2008 Education and Skills Act, allows
employers offering formally accredited training to
receive public funding and, where training is not
accredited, ‘flexible and low burden’ ways to allow
recognition for funding will be created. Many
companies, including McDonalds and Tesco, are
already taking advantage of such arrangements.
Where employers do not provide training it will be
provided free of charge elsewhere – although there
will be no requirement to pay young people for study
leave. The current attempt to extend compulsory

education appears to be almost completely on
employers’ terms (Waugh et al, 2008).
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It is not only the educational landscape that is changing
fast but also the culture, the values and the meanings
of words. The NHS, for example, is being deformed
but our government insists that it is being reformed as
though their policies belong within the great theme of
Whig history that gave us reforms such as the abolition
of slavery, the factory acts and the extension of the
franchise. Michael Gove’s use of the word ‘reform’ is
as shameless as Kenneth Baker’s was and now he
tells us that he is open-minded about schools being
run for profit by private companies: another ‘reform’ to
look forward to. In FE and HE it is no different. Many
headteachers, college principals and vice chancellors
have for some time been showing symptoms of Richard
Branson Syndrome, all in the name of reform. And
now it is getting worse.
    As part of Coalition strategy to change professional
behaviour old meanings are being squeezed out of
words and new meanings squeezed in. ‘Diversity’ no
longer means what you thought it meant. It has nothing
to do with, for example, the acceptance of wide social
and cultural differences. According to the 2010 White
Paper, The Importance of Teaching, its meaning is
now commercial and confined to diversity of provision
and it comes with the word ‘competit ion’.
‘Collaboration’ is not about collegiality any more but
about commercial contracts between government and
businesses.
    So, before we reach the stage when there will be
no one left in the staff room that remembers what these
words used to mean I want to take a stand and stimulate
some interest in one key word: partnership; in particular,
partnerships for professional learning. It might be the
last activity capable of generating a collegial voice to
which the odd, the uncertain, the creative and the
doubting, dissenting and different voices of individual
educators are allowed to contribute: contribute, that
is, something more than simply working out the price
we must charge or pay in order to achieve our given
target. I guess, however, that the idea of partnerships
for professional learning is already very close to being

drawn into official discourse and to adopting the dialect,
lexicon and liturgy of the current dominant educational
religious cult. Watch out when politicians and senior
leaders and managers use old words and phrases in
strange ways.
    Colleges disconnected from local democratic
accountability some time ago and soon most schools
will be forced to do the same. So, if there is no local,
democratically elected committee to which schools
and colleges must report, whence cometh the social
and educational values of these small and medium
sized educational enterprises? Why can these values
not come, at least to some extent, from the critiqued
and exchanged professional learning of people who
work in schools and colleges, people working together
to establish values that they regard as important? Put
another way, professional learning ought to be about
more than, for example, attending a briefing on a new
examination specification, although I do not belittle
such activities.
    If it is not too late to hold this conversation, I offer
some basic principles for professional learning
partnerships, at least as starters for discussion. To
help with this I follow each one with some questions
and comment.
    In my view professional learning partnerships should
establish the following.

1. Purposes, values and key concerns

The big question is who gets to decide the purposes,
values and key concerns of a professional learning
partnership? Is this done inclusively or exclusively?
Whose interests are being served? Who owns the
partnership?
    I believe that proper politics (even institutional
politics) is about the consensual arrival at values: a
process that should take place before making such
decisions. Proper politics comes before policy making.
The professional learning of educators must allow for

Cliff Jones

Professional learning
partnerships:
principles and issues
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a collegial voice expressing values. If it does not then
there is a danger that the purposes, values and
concerns that frame, shape and determine the priorities
of professional learning will be decided by a few leaders
and managers and received by the rest. There is, of
course, the further danger that these priorities are
decided in response to the latest whim of a here-today-
gone-tomorrow minister or secretary of state; even,
as is the case with present political company,
politicians with no electoral endorsement for their
policies.
    A further question: should the purposes, values and
key concerns of professional learning be devoted to
ensuring that schools and colleges make a profit?

2. Clarity about their scope and perspectives

A risk factor here is unwillingness to move beyond the
perspectives and plans of an institution. When
institutional budgets are involved there is a tendency
to tie professional learning to targets and to quantify
professional learning in the form of events that can be
subjected to value-for-money analysis.
    Incidentally, it is interesting to think about how an
institution or alliance of institutions decides exactly
what represents value for money. We are back to
priorities again. Do we only want immediate increases
in examination scores? Might there be something else
that could be said to be value for money?

3. Commitment to acknowledge the unexpected
and unintended professional learning of
educational professionals

Imagine a performance management chat in which a
line manager discusses with a member of staff who is
perceived to be awkward how close they have come
to the targets set for them. Let’s call this member of
staff Alexander Fleming.

Line Manager: ‘I want to say at the outset that this
conversation is all about supporting you: about seeing
what we as leaders and managers can do to help you
achieve your targets. So, how did last year go?

Awkward Member of Staff: ‘Well, I cannot say that
I achieved any of my targets. Sorry about that. I
suppose I was not up to the job. I am afraid that all I
have to show for my efforts last year is that I discovered
penicillin.’

LM: ‘Oh dear, that is really not good at all. It wasn’t a
target. We expect an Ofsted inspection next year and
you shall have to get your act together. Look, I said
that we want to support you so I am going to set aside

part of the budget of the professional learning
partnership for you to go on our special Hitting Your
Targets course. It’s very good. The company that
delivers it is really expensive. This ought to ensure
that you stop discovering stuff like, er, what did you
call it?

AMS: ‘I called it penicillin, it’s probably useless. I really
must thank you for this support and can I say what a
privilege it is to work for an institution that takes such
an interest in the professional learning of its staff? Now
I really know what professional learning partnership
means.’

4. Support for home grown school and college-
based provision of professional learning

Schools that wish to become teaching schools are
being exhorted by government to include CPD in their
business plans in order to commodify and trade in it;
in other words, to carry out an audit of the experience
and expertise of staff in terms of their marketability.
That is one way of fulfilling this principle. And, in the
absence of a local authority, schools in various sorts
of networks and partnerships will have to discover for
themselves if a partner school might have on its staff,
for example, an examiner in GCSE French who can,
perhaps, put on an attractively priced course for them.
    The phrase ‘the price of everything and the value of
nothing’ comes to mind. Am I being unfair here? I wrote
this principle because I thought it important that
schools and colleges look to their own staff before
falling for the fine words of a glossy brochure from a
consultancy with the word ‘solutions’ in their title.

5. Commitment to critically examine the
significant impact of individual and collective
professional learning

Impact is such an interesting concept. For people who
like to measure, weigh and count things impact can
mean examination results. Are they going up? Are they
going down? Or, the new Ofsted sin, are they merely
satisfactory (requiring improvement)? Seen like this,
impact can be a killer concept; a narrow-minded
concept; and, ultimately, an anti-educational concept.
    But it can also become a very rich educational
concept. Let’s take a favourite word of leaders,
managers and government: ‘outcomes’. There seems
to be a tendency to see examination results as
outcomes but really they are only output. They become
outcomes after they have been critically assessed and
evaluated for what they demonstrate in the form of
knowledge, skills and understanding; even what they
signify in wider societal terms. Approached like this
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we can encourage schools, colleges and educators
to examine what they do in terms of its socially critical
nature. I don’t just mean ‘employability’.
    Assessing and evaluating the impact of professional
learning does not have to mean grades. It can be about
understanding a baseline and making good critical
sense of what happens during the learning of
professional educators.

6. Meaning to effectiveness and improvement

What do ‘effectiveness’ and ‘improvement’ mean? Who
gets to define them? What might they look like if you
defined them? Might restricted definitions also restrict
and diminish professional learning? I believe that
professionals should explore key concepts like these
two, but far too often their meanings are received from
on high without question.
    How do you persuade a partnership to listen to your
need to work on improving or achieving intended
outcomes chosen by you? Will you have a chance to
influence the design and subject matter of partnership
plans for professional learning so that they are
professionally useful to you and reflect your
professional values?

7. Professional learning that is fair, positive and
inclusive

Interesting word ‘fair’, everyone wants to apply it to
their policies these days. Even Eric Pickles of
nominative determinism fame. To define it you could
go back to the Communist Manifesto of 1848; maybe
even to the Sermon on the Mount. Or, like me, just
imagine the reaction of four-year-old children when
sweets are handed round to all except one. I guess
that the grip of children on the meaning of fairness
might be stronger than that of certain politicians.
    As for ‘positive’, am I alone in believing that far too
much CPD, INSET or, as I prefer, continuing
professional learning, has been based upon the
identification of so-called weaknesses? Surely this
search for weaknesses eventually enters the
professional soul? Would it really be a bad idea to
plan to build future professional learning upon
strengths? And who gets to decide what is strength
and what is weakness? People may think that they
decide such things for themselves. I wonder if they
unconsciously adopt the discourse of performance
management.
    The cult of leadership and management has many
worshippers. I wonder if its high priests can be
persuaded to involve their followers (also known as
employees) in discussion of any of the above. Please
write in with your views.

UCU general secretary Sally Hunt has
accused ministers of preventing the
new further education loans system

from being properly scrutinised in parliament and
ignoring the devastating impact they would have
on learner numbers.
    The decision to push through regulations
implementing the FE loans system on the last
day of parliament this month without any debate
or scrutiny has been branded a ‘procedural and
constitutional disgrace’ by Labour MPs led by
shadow FE minister Gordon Marsden.
    Regulations for the fees and loans system,
which would mean thousands of pounds of debt
for students over 24 taking A-level equivalent
courses from 2013, will be laid before parliament
on 16 July. Because they do not require any
primary legislation, what has been described as
the biggest change to adult education funding in
a generation would come into force
automatically if there are no objections.
    UCU says that the likely impact on the sector
is:
• £170m - the reduction in adult skills
funding by 2014
• 247,000 - the number of students that can
be supported by replacing direct subsidies with
loans
• 193,000 - the number of students that
could take up courses without loans being
introduced
• 70 per cent - the proportion of loans
expected to be taken up, with many worried
about the cost
• 112,000 - the expected fall in student
numbers overall next year.

Ian Duckett

FE loan
scandal

For an earlier take on this subject you might find it useful to go
to:http://www.cr iticalprofessionallearning.co.uk/assets/
essay_5.pdf. You might also find interesting a book by Stephen
Kemmis et al written in 1983. Go to ERIC ED295339. With thanks
to Helen Mitchell of UEL for alerting me to the language of the
White Paper. Her presentation and further information on teaching
schools can be found at www.ipda.org.uk.
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The near unanimous rejection of elected city mayors
in the recent UK local referenda shows that the majority
of those who voted saw through this latest ruse for
privatising local services. They agreed with the point
twice made in this book by Peter Latham: ‘US-style
directly-elected mayors with cabinets are the optimal
internal management arrangement for privatised local
government services’ (p2 and p15).
    As in the nationalised industries privatised by
Thatcher and now in what remains of the public services
marketised by New Labour for privatisation by the
Coalition, not directly providing services absolves
government of responsibility and reduces representative
democracy to occasional plebiscites on which gang
of overpaid executives and consultants should award
tenders at the lowest price for the greatest profit to
private contractors. The result – politicians and parties
indistinguishable save for ‘personalities’ like Boris who
presage British Berlusconiism.
    Unfortunately, many in the teacher unions and others
who oppose free schools and academies, along with
incorporated colleges, do not recognise how far
removed local authorities now are from what they once
were. They therefore revert to the reflex reaction of
advocating a return to local authority control. Peter
Latham’s authoritative account shows how much things
have changed since the national system locally
administered was established by the 1944 Education
Act as an integral part of the post-war welfare state
settlement between local and national government in
England and Wales.
    As well as this, the book makes a theoretical
contribution to Marxist theory as it begins by pointing
out that there is no developed theory of the local state
per se, as compared with many theories of the state.
Therefore, having established in his first chapter his
Marxist method based upon dialectics to probe
beneath appearances for the historically relative
character of social laws, Latham goes on to review
theories of the state in subsequent chapters. He begins
with classical liberalism as opposed to social-

democratic theories that assume the neutrality and
malleability to pressure from below of the local as of
the national state, reminding us – inter alia – of Attlee’s
role in supporting ‘Poplarism’ in the 1920s if not the
1930s. By contrast, as traced in detail in successive
chapters, the Thatcherite new right saw the need to
remake the state in the image of the enterprising wealth
creators of the private sector (as they saw them) – as
opposed to the drain on taxpayers represented by
bureaucratic public servants (ditto).
    The personalised services now being piloted in the
North London borough of Barnet with basic packages
(already costed for the NHS) topped up by payment
for ‘extras’ are the ‘new frontier in public sector reform’
championed by Peter Mandelson. This is only one type
of ‘co-funding’ that shifts costs onto citizens become
consumers increasingly paying for services to which
they were previously entitled. With ‘total place’ or
‘place-based budgeting’ being rolled out under the 2010
Comprehensive Spending Review, still greater
efficiencies are possible, as Hammersmith, Fulham
and Wandsworth boroughs in London, for instance,
share back-office support for merged services – as
some universities (Nottingham and Birmingham, Queen
Mary and Warwick) are also doing.
    Therefore, amongst the British Marxist and radical
theories discussed in chapter 4, including Ralph
Miliband’s view of the state as containing class conflict,
Cynthia Cockburn’s structuralist idea of the local state,
‘dual state’ theories and geographical studies of uneven
development, among others, Latham’s perspective
seems closest to Dexter Whitfield’s exhaustive tracing
of processes of marketisation that have created a new
mixed economy in which a state-subsidised private
sector dominates a semi-privatised state sector.
Latham also supports Whitf ield’s alternative
modernisation strategy as part of his own ‘socialist
decentralisation’ presented in chapter 15. Latham
espouses Gramsci however – as on the book’s cover
which features the Italian communist superimposed
on the Victorian clocktower of Croydon Town Hall, the

Patrick Ainley reviews Peter Latham’s book The State and Local Government
(Manifesto Press, Croydon 2011, 500pp, £14.95)

Towards a new
basis for local
democracy?
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South London home of Latham’s publishers as well
as the author’s long support for Croydon Trades
Council and base for his secretaryship of the Labour
Campaign for Open Government, supported by Kelvin
Hopkins, MP for Luton North, who prefaces the book.
    For Latham, Gramsci’s theory of the hegemonic
bloc both describes what Thatcher-Major and New
Labour achieved in preparing the ground for dismantling
the welfare state with its full privatisation now promised
by the Coalition; it also describes the counter-
hegemonic force that Latham argues must be
(re)created, for: ‘only [through] the rebirth of a genuinely
working class political movement – through the active
involvement of the democratic organisations of
organised labour, trades unions and trades union
councils, in wider mass campaigning and resistance
in local communities and the structures of local
government – will it be possible to win the battle to
reinstate national and local democracy’ (p5). ‘To win
the battle for democracy’, which Marx saw as the
prerequisite for socialist revolution, Latham supports
the 2009 People’s Charter to build an Anti-Monopoly
Alliance to nationalise the banks as part of a ten point
plan.
    This implies ‘No to the EU – Yes to democracy’
and requires repeal of the 2000 Local Government Act
to reintroduce and enhance the committee system,
restoring the right of all councillors to make policy in
smaller councils with more councillors paid an average-
wage-related annual allowance. This would abolish US-
style directly and indirectly elected mayors which move
in the opposite direction to concentrate more power
(and payment!) in the hands of fewer executives and
demands instead direct provision by councils of locally
administered services to end all forms of marketisation,
privatisation and profiteering in central and local
government. Abolition of the council tax, stamp duty,
land tax and national non-domestic rates, to be
replaced by a system of annual land land value tax
plus progressive taxation of income and wealth. Ending
the City of London Corporation with its non-residential
business vote (extended in 2002) to reconstitute it as
the 33rd London borough and – following the Icelandic
bank debacle – placing all short-term deposits in
publicly owned banks. The Single Transferable Vote,
which Latham sees as the fairest and most consistent
option with which he would replace Supplementary
Voting for the first and second choices in mayoral
elections, has already been lost by Conservative out-
manoeuvring of the Liberal Democrats in their Coalition
but is still used in Scotland.
    Nevertheless, resistance to Chancellor Osborne’s
1930s ‘austerianism’ ‘provides huge opportunities for
bringing together local community groups defending
public and social services again the Con-Dem cuts
and privatisation on the one hand, and, on the other,
trades unions, to ensure that the campaigns required

to combat these cuts are genuinely broad-based’
(p377).
    However: ‘The precise form for the rebirth of a
genuinely working class political movement cannot at
this stage be specified. It will only emerge through the
active involvement of the democratic institutions of
organised labour, trades unions and trades union
councils, in wider mass campaigning, and resistance
in local communities both within and without the
structures of local government’ (ibid). The unifying role
of Trades union Councils is again emphasised on p373
and examples given of union-supported campaigns to
defend local services, together with the Campaign
Against Climate Change trades union group proposal
for a National Climate Service directly creating a million
green jobs and indirectly supporting many more.
    But, although asserting class conflict as the motive
force for social change in his introduction, Latham
analyses class in traditional terms with many
intermediate strata between the working and ruling
classes. He has no time for those, like Owen Jones or
Guy Standing, who see class as having reformed so
that the riots of summer 2011 – particularly marked in
Croydon – crystallised a new class formation putting
in question Gramscian hegemony based upon an
industrial working class. Instead, resistance ‘kicks off
everywhere’, as Paul Mason puts it, stimulated and
‘organised’ by new media. These new generations have
little chance to organise at their work, which is part-
time and irregular at best, while high street leafleting
or public meetings in town halls may have been
activities that served their parents and grandparents
well but which they feel they do not have time for, such
is the urgency of their and the world’s predicament.
    However, Latham is critical of demands not meeting
those arising organically from the living conditions of
the mass of people and which therefore seem
unattainable to them. He is surely correct to
emphasise therefore that a new politics will still need
the old alliances so that it falls to labour movement
organisations – not least because of their considerable
resources and continued ability to dislocate production
– to develop policies that stretch well beyond simply
protecting the immediate interests of their members
but aim to change their more general political and
cultural orientation. Latham’s book, beyond its
scholarly value and detailed erudition, is an important
contribution to such a reorientation. It embraces also
alternative forms of local government in Brazil, China,
Cuba and Venezuela. Compared with the rest of the
EU too, England has far fewer elected local
representatives per head of the population than any
other country save Ireland and – Latham could have
added – from the increasingly devolved national regions
of Scotland and Wales.
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November 2011 – January 2013 is the 200th
anniversary of the Luddite uprisings: a great
opportunity to celebrate their struggle and

to redress the wrongs done to them and their name.
Today science and technology raises many more
critical social, environmental and ethical issues, but
from GM food and eugenics to plans for engineering
the planet’s climate, these issues are rarely
addressed properly, partly because anyone who
raises criticism is denigrated as a ‘luddite’.
    The portrayal of the Luddites as opposed to all
technology and progress is a history written by the
victors, that has sadly often found its way into
textbooks and history teaching in schools. It is
ironic that while the ideology of progress through
technology has hardened into a rigid dogma, which
must condemn the slightest criticism as ‘anti-
science’, in fact the Luddites opposed only
technology ‘hurtful to Commonality’, (ie to the
common good). They were involved in a struggle for
workers’ rights which focused on particular
machines that were destroying their trades and
livelihoods, and they destroyed those machines
whilst leaving others well alone.

Who were the Luddites?

The Luddites were textile workers in
Nottinghamshire, Yorkshire and Lancashire, skilled
artisans whose independence, livelihoods,
communities and whole way of life were threatened

by a combination of machines and other practices
that had been unilaterally imposed by the aggressive
new class of manufacturers that drove the Industrial
Revolution. They had a number of grievances,
including wage-cutting and the employment of
unapprenticed youths, as well as the machines
which were taking their jobs, offering them little
choice but to work for a pittance in the appalling
conditions of the new mills. Trade unions were
illegal, and in 1809, under pressure from the
manufacturers, Parliament repealed old legislation
banning machines that displaced labour, thus
removing the artisans’ last hope of redress for their
grievances by legal and democratic means.
    At the time the cloth trades were depressed due
to the wars with France, and unemployment often
meant destitution and starvation. Throughout this
period, in addition to the Luddite attacks there were
many food riots throughout the North of England,
which were also partly due to high food prices
caused by poor harvests. In the period before 1811,
many petitions to Parliament, asking for help from
starving communities, were ignored by Tory
governments obsessed with the then-new laissez-
faire economic doctrine.

Machine breaking

The uprising began in Nottingham in November 1811,
and spread to Yorkshire and Lancashire in early
1812. The Luddites’ main tactic was first to warn the

David King

The Luddites
and the politics
of 21st century
technology
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masters to remove the frames: if they refused, the
machines were smashed in nocturnal raids.
Machine breaking was a time-honoured tactic in
labour disputes in England, one that the historian
Eric Hobsbawm described as ‘collective bargaining
by riot’, but the Luddites took this to a new level.
The Luddites were a secret society which
administered oaths of silence which were extremely
effective in preventing capture: for nearly a year,
despite flooding the North of England with spies, and
more troops than were currently fighting Napoleon in
Spain, the authorities made only a few arrests. It is
widely agreed that the Luddites’ leader, in whose
name their proclamations were issued, known as
‘General Ludd’, did not actually exist. (The name is
said to derive from one Ned Ludd, an apprentice
weaver, who some years earlier smashed a loom
after being beaten by his master.)
    Although there were many laws already on the
statute books making the Luddites’ activities capital
crimes, in February 1812 the Government passed
the Frame Breaking Act, which specifically
introduced the death penalty for machine breaking.
In the West Riding of Yorkshire attacks on shearing
frames began in January 1812, and were highly
successful in the smaller workshops. However,
resistance from some of the larger mill owners,
supported by magistrates and the troops was
stronger. In Lancashire large daytime riots destroyed
two mills and an owner’s mansion, with considerable
loss of life. Luddite attacks on machines gradually
declined in the summer of 1812, and some Luddites
turned to night-time raids on armouries, in the hope
that a general armed insurrection could be mounted.
But in October 1812, the authorities finally arrested
George Mellor, a key leader of the Yorkshire
Luddites. He and sixteen others were hanged
together at York in January 1813.
    By the end of the uprisings, thousands of frames,
a significant proportion of the total number in
England, had been smashed. Although it is often
argued that the Luddites failed, in Nottinghamshire
many of the master hosiers were sufficiently
intimidated that certain machines were not widely
used for some years and wage levels were
considerably restored. There were many further
outbreaks of machine breaking in England (notably
the very successful Captain Swing riots of the
1830s) and around the world, which continue today.
But what distinguishes the Luddite uprisings from
earlier disputes was that they were facing the
imposition of the new free-market / industrial regime
in which machines were central. As the writer
Kirkpatrick Sale puts it, the uprisings can be seen
as ‘a rising not against machines but against The
Machine’.

The politics of technology today

The anniversary comes at a timely moment,
because, at the beginning of the 21st century, the
consequences of the whole industrial capitalist path
of development that began with the Industrial
Revolution are becoming so severe that millions of
people are coming to doubt its mythology of
progress. From global warming, resource depletion
and biodiversity extinction to economic crisis,
epidemics of mental and stress-related illness, drug
addiction and crime, these inevitable products of
industrial capitalism are becoming impossible to
ignore. Technology continues to be a central force
shaping society, yet one over which there is little
debate, partly because of the dogma of progress
through technology, and partly because its
development is so firmly in the hands of corporations
and technocratic elites. Most people feel powerless
in the face of the spectacle of technology and think
that they have to accept its dictates, however they
may threaten their lives and futures.
    The experience of campaigners on issues such
as GM food, nuclear technology etc over the past 30
years has been that new technologies that raise
massive environmental, social and ethical issues
repeatedly pop up. What this tells us is that there is
a problem not merely with particular technologies,
but with technology itself. Although the Luddites
were definitely not opposed to technology as such,
merely to machines that they judged ‘hurtful to
Commonality’, 200 years of experience with
technology in the industrial capitalist system shows
that there is a problem with technology itself, which
is at the root of the problems posed by particular
technologies. Although to say this comes close to
sounding like the incorrect popular usage of
Luddism, this general problem must be faced.

Science and capitalism

The fundamental cause of the problem is the
relationship of science and technology to nature in a
capitalist society. As was stated explicitly by many
of the founders of modern science in the 17th
century, the role of science is to penetrate the
secrets of nature with the aim of controlling it for
human benefit. Many of these writers, such as
Francis Bacon, describe nature as an unruly female
that must be subdued and ordered through a
masculine science. Scientists tend to feel that they
have the right to manipulate nature in whatever way
they wish, and have little regard for limits or barriers
stemming from the integrity of nature, such as the
species barrier. In the 20th century the Frankfurt
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School sociologists, and later eco-feminists such as
Carolyn Merchant have argued that it is that attitude
of domination towards nature that is inherent in both
science and capitalism which has led to the
environmental crisis we face today.
    The story of science is normally told as if it
developed independently from society, yet in reality
science could only begin to happen in a society in
which its values were consistent with the
fundamental values of that society: pragmatism,
empiricism, materialism, etc. The liberal account of
science and technology as following their own
internal dynamic driven by curiosity about nature
and separate from that of capitalism and history, is
designed to obscure the fundamental intertwining of
science and capitalism. It privileges the supposedly
‘pure’ process of scientific discovery, in order to
emphasise the separation between science and
society, yet, like the European voyages of discovery,
which were swiftly followed by imperialism and were
only financed in the first place because of the
promise of gold and colonies, even in its purest form
scientific discovery serves capitalism by creating a
more and more accurate map of nature, creating
opportunities for manipulation.
    Since the Scientific Revolution, science and
technology have existed primarily to serve the state,
the military and private capital. As the great
apologist for industrialism, Andrew Ure, wrote in
1835, ‘This invention confirms the great doctrine
already propounded, that when capital enlists
science in her service, the refractory hand of labour
will always be taught docility’. It is this structural
alliance that decisively distinguishes the modern
Western technocratic civilisation from all previous
civilisations. The synergy of science and capitalism
only came to its full expression in the Industrial
Revolution, which the Luddites were fighting. As
Marx and Engels noted over 150 years ago, the
characteristic that separates the bourgeoisie from all
previous ruling classes is that it derives its power
from the constant revolutionising of the means of
production, ie through science and technology.
Unfortunately, Marxists have tended to believe in and
advocate the myth of progress through technology
even more aggressively than liberal economists, and
have tended to abandon their own methodology of
examining the material interests operating in society
when it comes to technology.

Technocracy

Most radical critiques of capitalism assume that the
root of the problem is the power relations at the
heart of the capitalist economic system, but it can

be argued that  the economic and social domination
in many ways actually takes its lead, its methods,
concepts and structures from its technical partner,
and that this is what defines modernity. Since the
17th century the ruling concept of Western society
has been the smoothly functioning, efficient
machine. The industrial system, and the capitalist
economy are, themselves, supposed to function as
(mega)machines and technocracy always strives to
make society as a whole work in that way. It has
been the practical achievement of this ideal that has
required social domination (the division of labour).
Capitalist techniques of management, of production,
of nature and of society always evolve in the
direction of scientific management. A policy paper
for a recent scientific conference on ‘Earth System
Governance’ approvingly quotes ‘an old management
adage’: ‘You cannot manage what you cannot
measure’. At the beginning of the 20th century,
conditions were right for the technological criteria of
efficiency, streamlining, uniformity, etc to be overtly
expressed as social ideologies, such as Taylorism
(factory time and motion studies designed to
increase the efficiency of the factory machine),
eugenics, and the linked Efficiency/Technocracy/
Progressive movements in the USA. Frederick
Taylor expressed technocracy perfectly, when he
stated that, ‘In the past, the man was first: in the
future, the system must be first’.
    For the technocratic class, science is the
solution to all social problems. As an old saying
goes, when the only tool you have is a hammer,
every problem looks like a nail. The problem with
this is that technocrats tend to describe and frame
social problems so that they may be solved through
technology. Thus, for example, hunger caused by
poverty due to unjust societies and economic
policies is seen as due to a lack of food, caused by
low crop yields: the solution is therefore genetic
engineering of crop plants. In general, these
solutions involve the creation of a new product that
can be sold by corporations. What always makes
these ‘technofixes’ attractive to liberals is that they
are ostensibly apolitical, and avoid addressing the
origin of problems in the economic and social power
relations of capitalist society. But inevitably, the
solution generates its own problem, since it does
not address the real causes of the original problem,
and so another generation of technofixes is required.
This ongoing process is called ‘progress’.
    In this profoundly undemocratic process of
technology development, these elites impose the
new technologies. Most often, as the sign above the
1933 Chicago World Fair proudly proclaimed
‘Science Discovers, Technology Executes, Man
Conforms’. But sometimes, as in the anti-GM
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campaign for example, there is a backlash: as one
of the Luddite songs says, ‘that foul Imposition
alone was the cause, which produced these
unhappy effects (ie disorder, machine breaking)’. A
fundamental demand of Luddite-inspired social
movements is democratic control of science and
technological development.

Technology and power

It is obvious that technocratic solutions primarily
serve the interests of corporations and other power
elites, but the powerful idea of the ‘value-neutrality’
of science lingers. Whilst there is a discussion to be
had about the degree to which science is socially
constructed, with technology we can be certain that
anything that emerges from the R&D departments of
corporations is designed primarily to further their
interests. This may be in a number of different ways,
such as planned obsolescence, compulsory tie-ins
to other products of the same corporation (such as
herbicide-resistant GM crops). More broadly,
capitalist technology invariably expresses and
serves the deeper structures of the capitalist
system, in many ways, eg:
• Commodification of what was previously free
or obtained through social networks (such as the
family and the local community). In contrast to Ivan
Illich’s notion of ‘tools for conviviality’ ie for living in
commonality, capitalist technologies tend to
atomise society, breaking down social bonds. This
forces people to consume and be dependent on the
market for basic needs.
• Creation of new ‘needs’, (in the case of the
pharmaceutical industry turning normal human
diversity into ‘diseases’ – eg depression – to be
cured by pills).
• On the supply side, from primary resource
extraction through to retail, from the Luddites until
today, technology always replaces labour, creating
structural unemployment and a pool of cheap labour.
In the current public sector cuts in the UK, for
example, self-service machines in libraries are being
used to dispense with librarians.
• Deskilling, and dependency on technological
systems lead to the loss of craft skills and individual
skills for self-reliance eg the ability to repair things.
    Overall, along with their benefits, capitalist
technologies generally tend to empower the powerful
and marginalise the weak. Technologies are not
‘neutral’, and it is not just a matter of ‘how we use
them’ or ‘who controls them’. Technology has its
own inbuilt imperatives, and it is as much an
instrument of power as legislation, financial coercion

and physical force. This does not mean that
technology must be rejected: people often find a
way to use technologies for their own ends, and
democratic control of technology design would help
a lot. But we should not forget that, in our existing
society, technologies are never innocent.

The current crisis

No one can deny the benefits that science and
industrial technologies have brought over the last
200 years. But by the end of the 20th century it has
also become undeniable that industrial capitalism,
with its overuse of resources, destruction of
ecosystems and even disruption of the Earth’s
climate, simply cannot be sustained, let alone
expanded to the majority of the world’s population.
Yet the hopeful ideology of progress through
technology remains so strong, and scientists are so
unwilling to abandon their self-identity as the
epitome of enlightened progress, that the system
continues to hope for technofixes, no matter how
desperate, that will allow us to continue business as
usual.
    A crucial current proposed technofix for global
warming is ‘geoengineering’, which comprises a
variety of ideas to prevent the planet overheating.
These include mirrors in space to reflect sunlight, or
making clouds more reflective, seeding the upper
atmosphere with sulphites to simulate volcanic
eruptions and changing the chemistry of the oceans
to make them dissolve carbon dioxide more
efficiently. In my view, what is important is not to
discuss the (extremely scant) technical merits of
such proposals, but to stand back for a moment,
and realise where capitalist technocracy has
brought us to. As industrial capitalism has brought
us to the point of destabilising the entire climatic
system of the planet, scientists are now seriously
proposing to intervene in that system, about which
next to nothing is understood. The over-confidence
and hubris of technocrats has led them to a point
where they feel able to literally play God with the
basic life support systems of the entire planet,
despite the colossal but incalculable risk that such
an enterprise would entail. This is the point at which
they reveal themselves to be entirely out of touch
with reality, and their technological rationality is
revealed as simply insane.

Conclusion

Sad to say, there is a general problem with
technology, with its underlying philosophy as well as
with the interests that direct it. The problems that
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The Socialist Education Association (SEA) is
affiliated to the Labour Party and seeks to inform
and influence party policy on education. SEA
members include parents, governors, teachers
and other education professionals from all
sectors and people with a general interest in
education.
    The SEA is seeking to engage positively with
the Party and to support the development of
popular policies which will help Labour win. We
believe that Labour’s policies on education
should be based on our core values of equality,
democracy and solidarity. SEA is committed to
developing policy which is based on research
and evidence of what works in the UK and
abroad, and we offer the following key proposals:
To develop democratic and comprehensive
alternatives to marketisation and privatisation
which divide communities and increase
inequality. Like the NHS, the locally accountable
community comprehensive school is a
successful and popular expression of our values
– we should champion it.
To develop a single, broad and inclusive
framework for the curriculum from early years to
adult education. We need an alternative to the
bewildering choice of qualifications, which can
limit opportunities and lead to segregation by
social class. This should include choice, depth,
breadth, stretch and progression, and value what
learners know and can do so that all learners
can be proud of their achievements.
To develop ways of targeting educational
investment to reduce inequalities and promote
achievement as an alternative to regressive
spending cuts which hit the poorest hardest.
This means keeping educational routes open for
all learners throughout life.
To develop, with others, an education charter
based on the principles of equality, inclusivity,
democracy and solidarity.
To promote the development of locally elected
bodies which would be responsible for
scrutinising education provision in their area.
    The SEA wishes to promote the widest
possible debate about the future of education
and welcomes any suggestions or responses to
these proposals from all those with an interest in
education.
    If you are interested in joining, contact
Martin Dore, General Secretary of SEA, at:
socialisteducation@virginmedia.com

S.E.A.
keep coming up, and the disasters it keeps causing,
are not just one-off ‘accidents’. The current crisis of
industrial society is forcing upon us a transition to a
more sustainable and socially just society, which
must at the very least mean a drastically modified
version of capitalism, if not its abolition. A key part of
that transition will be to address the question of
which technologies we need. While the Luddites
were not against technology, their example calls us
to look for paths away from industrial capitalist
modernisation. Our task is to go forward, but in
doing so we should not be afraid or ashamed to, in
part, seek inspiration from the technologies and
social forms of pre-industrial society. In our times
the challenges are different, and will require new
technologies, such as renewable energy.
    It is precisely because of the way the Luddites
exposed the power relations that are embedded in
capitalist technology that they have been portrayed
not just as another bunch of troublemakers but as
idiots opposed to progress. In reality, Luddism is a
middle way between primitivism and the capitalist /
Marxist religion of ‘progress through technology’. In
the 21st century, being a Luddite is about being a
sceptic about that myth, without denying that
technologies can be useful. We need to seize
democratic control over technology, to design our
own alternatives, consistent with the values of a
sustainable and economically just society, and to
judge which technologies are ‘hurtful to
Commonality’ and which are not.

Celebrating the Luddites

The Luddites200 group has been formed to
encourage the celebration of the anniversary and a
more open and informed debate about the politics of
technology. Visit www.luddites200.org.uk, or contact
luddites200@yahoo.co.uk to be put on our news
updates list.

David King is a former molecular biologist who has
been writing and campaigning on issues related to
genetics and society since 1990. This article
represents his personal views, not those of the
Luddites200 Organising Forum.
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I just got this news through on the Campaign
Against Climate Change trade union list – which
was one of the groups who helped with the

campaign to save Vestas that shook things up on
the Isle of Wight and internationally in the Summer
of 2009.
    I came to the island to support the Vestas
workers, and felt strongly enough about the injustice
of what unfolded – and inspired by what workers and
the community had attempted in standing together –
to want to stay. And see it through. It did not feel
right to leave the story at the point where the main
workers who occupied their manager’s offices were
sacked, losing £45,000 between them for making
their stand. It was not right that a cornerstone of
decade’s economic development strategising on the
Isle of Wight, which attracted tens of millions in
public funding, could be just shut down indefinitely,
with no public accountability.
    But it’s difficult to flog a dead horse, and most
people had given up fighting long before the protest
camp was evicted at the end of November 2009. It
seemed to me that the issues should be kept live in
some way, because the core issues that motivated
the campaign – the need for socially useful work and
to avert climate change – would only be more
pressing were we to concede to defeat, and retreat
entirely.
    I looked after the library that was started on the
roundabout camp outside the Vestas factory in
Newport and named it after the campaign,
transplanting it to Ryde in March 2010, to help grow
the Ryde Trades Union Council.

    Through the street library, at least 1,000 books
have been lent to (overwhelmingly young) working-
class people, the majority of whom were not initially
inclined to read. And a network of books – and book
people – has been extending slowly through Ryde;
there are now eight outlets across the town (three
pubs, three cafes, Oakfield FC, Yelfs) and an option
to drop Vestas library books off at Ryde Library. A lot
more reading goes on in Ryde now and that is a
good thing . . .
    Reading brings power – that is, when you decide
for yourself that you want to read and you establish
for yourself what it is you want to know or
experience. Rather than being forced to. Often
people simply need help and attention to overcome
individual obstacles – phobias from experience, lack
of interest, time and prioritisation, but most usually
overcoming their youtube attention span. As Ursula
Le Guin, the sci-fi writer, says: ‘reading is an act, it
is not passive like watching a screen – it is an act of
creation, participation and collaboration on the part
of the reader’. And so she concludes: no wonder so
few people are good at it.
    But it is also a class issue, and that is what the
Vestas Library and Utopia Reading Group
addresses. Working-class people are discouraged in
countless ways from learning and pursuing our
interests, fostering the creative potential we all have.
The School system with its exams, uniforms and
compulsion, steals from many people their natural
will to learn. It becomes an alien thing the pursuit of
knowledge. If it can’t get you money, then why do it?
If you’re never going to have money – and most

We print here a message posted by Robin Sivapalan on Facebook to the Utopia
Reading group in the Isle of Wight following the announcement by the Vestas
company that they are suspending plans to open a plant in Sheerness.

The Vestas
Library and
Utopia Workshop
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people don’t – why learn anything at all? Just get a
job. Eat. Fuck. Smoke. Drink. Buy your brands and
labels instead of creating your own identity. Smash
shit up. Have kids. Send them to school. Die.
    That can sum up the character of Union St.,
expressed by those with jobs and those without,
alike. It is a minority of people who had anything
positive to say – that took up a piece of chalk last
Saturday in answer to the question written in bold
across the steps of the Victorian Arcade: ‘WHERE
DO YOU SEE RYDE IN TEN YEARS?’ It was
mostly: ‘down the shitter’. ‘The same . . . but 10 x
worse’, ‘Under the Sea’. It’s worth mentioning
someone saw it as an Art Town. Another identified
the need for free learning, another said stop selling
our schools; others said we need love, special
needs support, civil virtue, community. But the
positive was in the distinct minority. And most of it
was drunk.
    Last Tuesday, the Vestas Library made a
breakthrough. A diverse and representative group of
14 working-class people in Ryde now have
stewardship over the books, including two former
Vestas workers.
    Some Union and George St residents have a
general selection, with a view to maintaining the
street library lending on Friday and Saturday nights
on the Arcade steps. Some people are custodians of
specialised sections, including Film, Sexuality,
Cultural Theory, Feminism, Race and Nationalism,
Politics, Sociology, Animal Rights, Creative Writing,
Art, and Language. These people are already well-
informed – and more importantly interested – in their
field, as workers, students and activists directly in
the area the books they’ve got cover.
    The creative collective ‘Expanding Horizons’ –
that has brought the island the annual ‘Garlic Fields’
extravaganza for some years – currently has a
squatted base in Sandown; they descended like
angels on Tuesday evening saving hundreds of
precious books towards a library of their own. Some
of the spirituality books are also en route to
Sandown towards a new library that a Buddhist
couple are setting up, and others will be available at
Yoga classes in Ryde and Newport. Some religious
books were dispatched to the George St Centre. An
exciting, rich and global collection of around 80
volumes of short-stories were sent to the Adult and
Community Learning Centre at Westridge as a
shared resource for the newly trained group of Isle
Read facilitators who are setting up shared reading
groups across the island. The utopia section, the
heart, mind, and hands of the Vestas Library –
comprising anything I deemed to be concerned
directly with critiquing this world and envisioning and
struggling towards a better one – has gone with one
of the Utopia reading group. Another Utopia stalwart

has the paperwork and some of the readings we’ve
used – over the year since the group was initially set
up both to assist the Ryde Community Plan, and
produce collective knowledge from the books in the
Vestas Library.
    That to my mind is massive progress for a day in
Ryde, and a good leap forward for the Vestas Library
and its aims.

Where now:

Pursue the aims of the Vestas Library and the
Utopia Workshop. We renamed the reading group
following discussions around the first year
anniversary about proceeding to put ideas into
action. These discussions took place in the midst of
attempts to secure a base for more ambitious
projects in working-class education and arts and
craft that were developing at 60 Union St.
    I hope the library flourishes and the people who
get involved blossom too, individually and as a
network.
    I hope in the run-up to the third anniversary of the
Vestas Occupation - 20th July – that the fight for
socially useful work on the Isle of Wight is renewed
with urgency. We can choose a positive fight or else
have another summer of pointless riots. This is in
solidarity with the unemployed in Sheerness and
everywhere.
    The ideas behind the Vestas Library and the
Utopia Workshop are sound and need developing
and to be tried out in practice: through collective
knowledge, shaped by experience of struggling for
our ideas, we can create a society where work is
free, co-operative, intrinsically rewarding and equally
valued. Through holding the world’s resources in
common, we can abolish the class divide between
the class that rules and owns everything for profit –
and the working class that slaves for them that owns
nothing. We can protect and live in our environment
in a way that improves it for future generations, not
destroys it.
    The people are there, the books are there, the
good will is there – and even in small open circles
and secretly everywhere in my experience on Union
St – the vision. However the organisation is not; we
need the willingness to meet, identify what needs to
be done, plan collectively – and act together. I hope
that increasingly more layers of working-class
community on the island will be prepared to do this.
    ‘Only by standing next to one another and
keeping the line shall we win not small honours,
which are pleasant fruits to pick by the wayside, but
that world of our dreams, the world of Cooperation &
Peace.’ (Cecily Cook, General Secretary of the
Cooperative Women’s Guild, 1947)
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One aim of a political education programme for shop
stewards and branch reps might be to make them
more capable than they otherwise would be of
avoiding mistakes made by activists in the past.
Another might be to increase their ability to resist
being manipulated by the arguments of traditionally-
educated politicians, academics, media
commentators and the like. A third might be to help
them equip themselves with that capacity for
thinking out all the implications of an idea which at
present tends to be monopolised by academics.
    The first of these aims requires that courses
should deepen the students’ acquaintance with
history, and especially with history from which
socialists, working-class people and, above all,
working-class socialists, have not been left out. The
second aim requires that the students be
familiarised with ways in which traditional logic is
used, both by open demagogues and by more
subtle manipulators, to trap people in conceptual
contradictions and thereby make any challenge to
authority appear out of the question. The third aim
requires that students develop their capacity for
dialectical thought – that is, for a way of reasoning
that incorporates traditional logic and at the same
time allows people to move beyond it.
    What follows is a suggested teaching and
learning method with extracts and discussion
questions. These materials are meant to be suitable
for use with a notional group of shop stewards /
branch reps who have chosen to do such a course
on the basis of publicity explaining the aims and
procedure. They are being circulated at this stage
for discussion, criticism etc amongst people who
have expressed an interest in rebuilding IWCE. They
represent only one of several possible ways of doing

this work. They are meant to offer people a model for
generating their own materials, or at most
something that people might adapt for their own use.
They are not meant to stand in their own right for
use regardless of context, nor are they designed to
work as distance learning materials that students
themselves could use without support.
    The texts from which these extracts are taken
have been chosen on the basis that: they are either
by workers, or by others who are generally agreed to
have made a genuine commitment to the working-
class movement (in other words, by working-class
activists who developed themselves as socialist
thinkers, or by traditionally educated people who
involved themselves in a principled way in working-
class struggle); they were written originally in
English (ie to avoid disputes about translations);
they are primarily about issues in the UK (ie to
make further research on the same issue relatively
easy); they date from a period earlier than living
memory (ie to provide an historical dimension) but
not from outside modern times.
    (It would be necessary to build up, and to keep
on extending, a collection of such texts, to prepare
for each one an introductory lead-off about the
historical context, what other ideas the writer was
seeking to contest etc, and to design a set of
questions that could be used to conduct a
discussion on it. These questions would need to be
genuinely open-ended, but at the same time to
introduce students to dialectical ways of reasoning
and ‘reading between the lines’.)
    It is assumed that there would be a course
consisting of about six one and a half hour
sessions, and that such a course would have a
theme, for example ‘Industrial unionism, syndicalism

We print here the text of a talk given by Colin Waugh at the Working Class
Movement Library in Salford 0n 21 May 2011, followed by three examples of
teaching/learning materials as discussed in the talk

An approach
to teaching
‘industrial history’
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and the shop stewards movement from the Great
Unrest to the General Strike’, or ‘What was IWCE?’
The broad aim is to enrich students’ knowledge of
labour movement history, to enable them to become
more confident than hitherto at reading between the
lines of political texts, and to teach elements of
dialectical thinking, analysis etc through the way
questions are posed.
    It is assumed also that there would be at the start
an introduction setting the scene for the whole
course, and that each session would start with an
introduction to the extract(s) to be considered in it.
This would probably be done before the extracts are
handed out, although students who want to read the
whole text before the class could be told in advance
what it was and how to find it if it’s on-line, or readily
available as a book. This introduction would be
confined to informational points about the writer to
be considered, the context of the extract etc, and
would probably last less than ten minutes.
    The extracts and questions would need to be laid
out with the intention of making them easily
readable, with space around them for students to
annotate them. After the introduction, the extract
itself (ie without the questions) might be given out.
Depending on the students, they could then have a
few minutes for individually reading it, marking it up,
noting questions they want to raise etc. The extract
could then be read aloud around the class by those
volunteering to do so, and there could be a short
period in which students can raise questions about
words they do not understand or similar issues.
    The questions could then be given out. Again
depending on the students, there could be a few
minutes while they identify which part of the extract
each question relates to (eg by highlighting that
section, putting the question number against it or
similar). The students could work on the questions
individually or in pairs, and then as a whole group
discussion. The questions are intended to be open-
ended, ie to raise issues which are genuinely
available for discussion, as opposed to constituting
a ‘treasure hunt’. They should be dealt with in any
order that suits the students. There should be a
willingness to investigate other questions that come
up in the discussion, and if necessary to give them
precedence over those drafted in advance.
    One way to end the session would be for the tutor
to deal with arguments arising from any questions
not tackled in the preceding discussion. Students
could be asked to make for ‘homework’ a brief
bullet-point-style summary of points covered, and
bring it to the next session – or those who want to
could continue the discussion electronically.
    If possible it would be best for tutors to work in
pairs, eg for one to chair the group discussion in a
given session and the other to take part in it.

Extract 1. From Unofficial Reform Committee
[of the South Wales Miners Federation], The
Miners’ Next Step. Being a Suggested Scheme
for the Reorganisation of the Federation (1912) -
joint authorship thought to include Noah Ablett,
Will Mainwaring, Noah Rees and Will Hay.

Today the shareholders own and rule the
coalfields. They own and rule them mainly
through paid officials. The men who work in

the mine are surely as competent to elect these, as
shareholders who may never have seen a colliery. To
have a vote in determining who shall be your
fireman, manager, inspector, etc, is to have a vote in
determining the conditions which rule your working
life. On that vote will depend in a large measure your
safety of life and limb, of your freedom from oppres-
sion by petty bosses, and would give you an
intelligent interest in and control over your conditions
of work. To vote for a man to represent you in
parliament, to make rules for, and assist in
appointing officials to rule you, is a different
proposition altogether.
    Our objective begins to take shape before your
eyes. Every industry thoroughly organized, in the
first place, to fight, to gain control of, and then to
administer, that industry. The co-ordination of all
industries on a Central Production Board, who, with
a statistical department to ascertain the needs of
the people, will issue its demands on the different
departments of industry, leaving to the men
themselves to determine under what conditions and
how, the work should be done. This would mean real
democracy in real life, making for real manhood and
womanhood. Any other form of democracy is a
delusion and a snare.
    Every fight for, and victory won by the men, will
inevitably assist them in arriving at a clearer
conception of the responsibilities and duties before
them. It will also assist them to see, that so long as
shareholders are permitted to continue their
ownership, or the state administers on behalf of the
shareholders, slavery and oppression are bound to
be the rule in industry. And with this realization, the
age-long oppression of Labour will draw to its end.
The weary sigh of the over-driven slave, pitilessly
exploited and regarded as an animated tool or beast
of burden: the medieval serf fast bound to the soil,
and life-long prisoner on his lord’s domain, subject
to all the caprices of his lord’s lust or anger: the
modern wageslave, with nothing but his labour to
sell, selling that, with his manhood as a wrapper, in
the world’s market place for a mess of pottage:
these three phases of slavery, each in their turn

1. The Miners’ Next Step
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inevitable and unavoidable, will have exhausted the
possibilities of slavery, and mankind shall at last
have leisure and inclination to really live as men, and
not as the beasts which perish.

Discussion questions:

1. The Committee says there is a big difference
between voting for a member of parliament and
voting for an official to supervise industrial
production. If asked to spell out this difference, what
do you think they would have said?

2. When the Committee says that ‘Any other form of
democracy is a delusion and a snare’ they seem to
imply that that there are only two options:
parliamentary democracy and the kind of industrial
democracy they advocate. Are they right or are there
other options? If so, what are they?

3. If somebody asked them how a dispute within the
‘Statistical Department’ (ie a dispute about ‘the
needs of the people’) would be settled, what do you
think the Committee members would have said?

4. If somebody asked the Committee who could
stand for the ‘Central Production Board’, how do you
think they would have replied?

5. If somebody asked the Committee what would
happen if there was a dispute between the ‘Statisti-
cal Department’ and the ‘Central Production Board’,
what do you think they might have said?

6. Was the Committee right to see serfdom and
waged labour as ‘phases’ of slavery?

7. When the Committee speaks of the ‘modern
wage slave’ selling his labour ‘with his manhood as
a wrapper’, what does this last phrase mean?

8. When the Committee refers to ‘the responsibili-
ties and duties before’ ‘the men’, what do you think
they mean?

9. The Committee says that: ‘Every fight for, and
victory won by the men, will inevitably assist them in
arriving at a clearer conception . . . and also ‘It will
also assist them to see that . . .’ How would their
meaning change if they had talked about ‘making’ or
‘forcing’ rather than ‘assisting’?

10. The Committee says that ‘with this realization,
the age-long oppression of labour will draw to its
end’. Is such a realisation enough on its own to
guarantee this? If not, why not? What else might be
needed?

Extract 2. FromTom Mann, Tom Mann’s
Memoirs (The Labour Publishing Company,
1923) pp316-317 - reprinted from 1912 article in
The Syndicalist.

Syndicalism means the control of industry by
‘Syndicates’ or Unions of Workers, in the
interest of the entire community; this

necessarily pre-supposes the relatively perfect
industrial organisation of all who work, and the right
relationship to each other of every section . . . .
    The Syndicalist of today . . . refuses to play at
attempts at social reform through and by means of
Parliaments, these institutions being entirely under
the control of the plutocracy, and never tolerating
any modification of conditions in the interest of the
working class, save with the ulterior motive of more
firmly entrenching themselves as the ruling class . .
.
    The Syndicalist, that is, the trade and labour
unionist of the revolutionary type, recognises not
only that all changes favourable to the workers must
be brought about by the workers, but also that the
only correct method of doing this is through and by
the workers’ own industrial organisations. Organised
labour means the control of labour power by the
labourers organised, and this means the control of
wealth production to the extent to which Labour is
organised.
   It is only while Labour is partially organised that
recourse to strikes is necessary; not even the
general strike will be necessary when Labour is
universally organised. Universal organisation must
carry with it industrial solidarity, ie, universal
agreement upon the object to be attained, for
otherwise the capitalists will still triumph. With
solidarity on the industrial field the workers become
all-powerful.
    There is nothing but a little reflection wanted to
enable anyone to see that such is really the case.
All students of social economics, who recognise the
operation of the law of wages, know that, irrespec-
tive of what the worker produces, all that the worker
on the average receives is a subsistence wage; but
we also know that, in order to get that subsistence
wage, there are some who work but six hours a day,
whilst others work twice and even three times as
long. The most effective means of securing social
betterment is by reducing the working hours. It is
better to get the subsistence wage for relatively few
hours than for many hours of work.

2. Tom Mann
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    Syndicalism will do this, and by so doing will
solve the problem of unemployment, and by the
same means will kill excessive working hours; and
by the same methods will wipe out all low wages. A
further application of the same principle will secure
to the workers the full reward of their labour. All will
come in a perfectly natural manner as the direct
outcome of industrial solidarity guided intelligently
and applied courageously.

Discussion questions:

1. How might ‘the right relationship to each other of
every section’ be achieved?

2. Are ‘parliaments’ today ‘entirely under the control
of the plutocracy’?

3. Have there been (or could there be) any ‘attempts
at social reform through and by means of
parliaments’ that are more than ‘play’?

4. Why does Mann differentiate between ‘universal
organisation’ and ‘industrial solidarity’? In what
circumstances might the first of these not ‘carry with
it’ the second?

5. Is Mann right to equate ‘industrial solidarity’ with
‘universal agreement upon the object to be
attained’?

6. Mann speaks in the last paragraph of ‘the same
principle’. What is this principle?

7. If Mann was asked to explain how a struggle to
shorten working hours would ‘solve the problem of
unemployment’ and ‘wipe out all low wages’, what
would he say? And why or how would this cause
‘the workers [to] become all-powerful’?

8. Is it true now that ‘all that the worker on the
average receives is a subsistence wage’?

9. Can there be a ‘change favourable to the workers’
that is not ‘brought about by the workers’? If so, can
you give an example?

10. Why would ‘control of industry by ‘Syndicates’
or Unions of workers’ be ‘in the interest of the entire
community’?

Extract 3. From William Paul, The State: its
Origin and Function (Socialist Labour Press,
1918), pp188-189

Through its control of the press, the capitalist
class can always launch out upon some
sham fight to keep the workers from realising

their true class interests. Journalists and editors can
be depended upon to show the special advantages
which will accrue to Labour by taking sides on either
this side or that. The journalists are not above
‘writing up’ both sides of the great controversy by
attacking and defending the same proposition. . . .
editors can change their chairs as easily as
politicians can change their coats.
    By using its economic power to control the press
and the political State, the capitalist class also
controls the avenues of education. The power of this
influence was clearly defined by Mr J. Hobson, who
has shewn that the teachers are compelled to
propagate economics and history in the interests of
the class who provide their salaries. The legend that
universities are impartial regarding what is taught
within their walls has been exploded by the
persecution meted out to distinguished scholars
who have opposed the imperialism of the capitalist
class since 1914. With the spread of independent
working-class education among the workers,
organised by the Marxians, the financiers’ press has
called upon the universities to bestir themselves and
fight the influence of the tutorial classes which seek
to educate the workers regarding the principles of
scientific Socialism. At no distant date the struggle
between Capital and Labour will manifest itself on
the question as to which class will control the
education of adult workers in social science. Already
the attitude of revolutionary Socialism has been
defined. It contends that just as Labour has been
compelled to create its own press and political and
industrial organisations, so it must build up its own
educational organisation. Labour must combat
Capitalism in every avenue of social activity.

Discussion questions:

1. Is Paul right in suggesting that ‘the capitalist
class’ ‘controls the avenues of education’, and that it
does so less directly than it controls ‘the press and
the political State’?

3. Willie Paul
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2. Does ‘the capitalist class’ ‘provide’ HE lecturers’
salaries in the same way today as it did, according
to Paul, in 1918?

3. Is it true that HE lecturers now are ‘compelled’ to
‘propagate economics and history in the interests of’
the ‘capitalist class’? If so, does this mean that
there cannot be a struggle for valid education within
universities?

4. Do you think there has been (or is now) a
‘struggle between capital and labour’ ‘as to which
class will control the education of adult workers in
social science’?

5. If has been such a struggle, what, if anything, has
been the outcome? Alternatively, if there has not
been such a struggle, has its absence had an
effect?

6. Does Paul equate ‘[the principles of] scientific
socialism’ with ‘social science’? If so, is he right to
do so?

7. Is ‘Labour’ (ie in Paul’s opinion) under the same
compulsion to ‘build up its own educational
organisation’ as it has been ‘to create its own press
and political and industrial organisations’? If not, why
not?

8. Paul claims that there has been ‘the spread of
independent working-class education among the
workers, organised by the Marxians, and this has
led to ‘the influence of the tutorial classes which
seek to educate the workers regarding the principles
of scientific Socialism’. If so, why does he think it is
still necessary for ‘Labour’ to ‘build up its own
educational organisation’?


